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A laboratory study of charge transfer W

and hydrogen atom pickup reactions
in N -HO(DO) collisions at suprathermal energies
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Charge transfer and hydrogen atom pickup cross sections are reported for N -H ,O( D,O) collisions at center-of-mass energies
between I and 25 eV. Time-of-flight measurements were performed to determine the charge transfer product ion kinetic energies.
The exothermic charge transfer proceeds rapidly at large impact parameters with little momentum transfer, and is independent
of the water isotope. Above 2 eV. this reaction is governed by a direct mechanism without a long-lived complex. The endothermic
hydrogen atom pickup cross section increases with the collision energy, and is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller

than the charge transfer cross section.

1. Introduction reactant and product states. Such behavior has been
observed, for example. in the N,-H 2 O 181 and N +-

Gas phase ion-molecule reactions have been ex- CO2 [10) charge transfer systems. which exhibit cross

tensively studied at near-thermal collision energies sections of (20t5)x 10" and (7±2)X 10"6 cm-,
both experimentally and theoretically. At these ener- respectively, at E,., 5 eV. In those systems, little
gies. the reaction cross section is governed by both momentum transfer is observed.
the probability of forming a iong-lived collision com- Previously reported [ I 1 cross section measure-
plex and the phase space available to the products. ments for the exothermic [ 12 1 ion-water reactions
Phase space theory has successfully reproduced a
large number of reaction rates at near-thermal ener-
gies 11-31. At suprathermal energies. i.e. at center- N, + H,O-N., +H,O . AE=-2.96 eV (2)
of-mass collision energies (Ec,) from I to 50 eV.
the collision complex lifetime is much shorter than and
a rotational period of the complex, and is therefore O + H2O-O+ H,O . AE= - 1.00 eV (3)
insufficient for reaction energy equilibration. Direct
mechanisms dominate these reactions, for which no did not include the product ion kinetic energy anal-
universal theory exists. ysis that is necessary to determine the product ion

In previous studies of suprathermal charge trans- collection efficiency. The collection efficiency must
fer collisions, large cross sections have been ob- be known in order to determine integral cross sec-
served in reactions that proceed efficiently at large tions from the raw data; the earlier measurements
impact parameters 14-101. Little momentum is therefore did not represent the integral cross sections

transferred between the collision partners in these for these reactions. The experimental apparatus has
reactions, which exhibit near-resonance between the since been upgraded ( 131 to increase the accessible

collision energy range and to include time-of-flight
measurements that are used for product ion kinetic

Geophysics Research Scholar. 1989-1990. energy analysis. Integral reaction cross section mea-
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surements and a product ion kinetic energy analysis chamber exit aperture are focused onto the entrance
have since been reported for reaction (2) [81. Re- of an ELFquadrupole mass filter. The ions are mass-
action (3) cross sections have been studied else- analyzed in the quadrupole, and the selected ions are
where in an ICR experiment [7], and those results detected by a channel electron multiplier. The de-
have been used as a reference for the accuracy of this tector output pulses are processed and counted by
apparatus and technique [8,13]. NIM-module electronics and an AT-compatible

We present here detailed results of cross section computer.
and time-of-flight measurements for the N'- The N' beam is formed by electron impact on N2.
H,O(D 20) charge transfer system over the center- The appearance potential of ground state N*(3P)
of-mass collision energy range (Ec.,,.) from I to 25 from N. is 24.32 eV [12]. To assess possible inter-
eV. The time-of-flight measurements are interpreted ference from metastable N"('D), which may be
to provide the laboratory frame energy of the prod- formed above 26.2 eV, the charge transfer cross sec-
uct ions. This information is utilized to determine tiun was measured for several values of the ionizing
the apparatus collection efficiency for the product electron energy. The relative cross sections are shown
ions, so that integral cross sections may be reported in fig. I for two collision energies. Above the N+ ( 'D)
for reaction ( I ). Cross sections have also been mea- threshold value, the cross section was observed to rise
sured for the endothermic [ 121 hydrogen (deuter- significantly. Several authors have reported similar
ium) atom abstraction channel effects due to metastable N * [ 14-16 1. To minimize

N +DO-,ND*+OD. AE=0.9eV (4) the contribution of metastable N+. the electron im-
pact source was operated at 26.0 eV electron energy

and the results are presented here. Extremely low sig- for the remainder of these experiments.
nal levels precluded kinetic energy measurements on Times-of-flight [8,13] were measured at several
the ND' products. The raw cross section data are collision energies for the D20 4 product ions from
therefore reported as a lower limit to the reaction (4) reaction ( I ). The product ion energies. listed in ta-
cross section, and a maximum range is evaluated for ble I, were near-thermal throughout the measured
this cross section. We have not observed formation energy range, indicating that there is little momen-
of NOW or HNO, although both are possible ex- tum transfer from the primary ion to the product ion.
othermic products of the reaction ( I ) collision part-
ners. However, NO' has been observed as a product
of N-H 2 O collisions, and a detailed study of NO" N" + 0,0 - N + 0,0
formation will be presented at a later date.

t 0
2. Experimental and results .0 0

0900

The laboratory apparatus consists of a coaxial tan-
dem double mass spectrometer in a high-vacuum 00A
system that has been described in detail previously A A

,13J. Briefly, an N beam is formed in an electron A(8,3 L.Bify nN emi omdi neeto - A

impact source, then accelerated, mass-analyzed in a _[
Wien velocity filter, and decelerated to the desired Ec.m.

experimental collision energy. The ion beam can be o 2.2 eV
pulsed by a set of deflector electrodes to conduct & 5.9 eV
time-of-flight measurements. The primary ion beam 20 25 30 35 40 4s
passes through a 0.27 cm path-length collision cell, Electron Energy (eV)
which contains H20 at a typical pressure of 0.133 Pa Fi. . Reaction (I) relative cross sections as a function of the
(10-' Torr). The primary ion beam and the reac- electron energ at E,.Lm2.2eV (open circles) and 5.9eV (filled
tion product ions that emerge from the collision triangles).
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lible I The obscrvcd cross section data for reaction (4)
'rimary ion (N* ) laboratory energies from retardation poten- is plotted as a function of the center-of-mass colli-

tial scans. center-of-mass collision energies. and product ion sion energy in fig. 3. Only deuterated water was stud-
D,O ) laboratory energies from time-of-flight studies for reac.

tion ( ) ied. due to the difficulty in separating NH' from the
N' primary beam in the quadrupole mass spectrom-

/I'.h(N) (cV) Em. (eV) E,.b(DZO"I) (eV) eter. The reaction (4) cross section increases mod-
3.6 2.1 0.055 (±0.030) erately with the collision energy, as is typical for en-
). 1 5.4 o.05 (t0.030) dothermic processes above threshold [211. The
8.9 11.1 0.055 (±0.030) combination of the low primary ion beam intensity

28.5 16.8 0.055 (±0.030) and a small apparent cross section results in an ex-
38.8 22.8 0.065 (±0.040) tremely low ND' signal level, producing the rela-

tively large scatter in the fig. 3 data. Due to the low
50 r ND' signal level, time-of-flight experiments could

+- N not be performed, so there is no information re-
- N Hgarding the product ion velocity distribution. The

7 apparatus collection efficiency for the ND + is there-
fore unknown, and the observed reaction cross sec-

i tions must be reported only as lower limits to the true
_~ G oreaction (4) cross sections.

20

3. Discussion

0o - 3. 1. Chairgc transfer

. . . .. . . .. The little m om entum transfer observed in the re-
S1 0 1 1o 2 0 2s 5o action ( I ) charge transfer indicates that near-reso-

Collision Energy. Ee.,.. (eV) nance exists between the reactant and product states.

Fig. 2. Reaction (I I integral cross section data as a function of

collision energy, with two isotopic forms of water: H 2O (filled
diamonds) and DzO (hatched circles).

E N' + D0 -. ND* + OD

Integral cross sections are determined by correcting
the raw cross section data for the near-thermal iono

collection efficiency of the apparatus [9.13 ]. The in-
tegral cross sections for reaction ( I ) are plotted in C
fig. 2 as a function of the center-of-mass collision en- .
ergy. Above Em,,.= 2 eV, the cross section is nearly
independent of the collision energy, which is char- V, •
acteristic of a direct mechanism. Below E,.,. = 2 eV. 0.1
the rapid increase in cross section with decreasing U

collision energy is indicative of the onset of complex
formation, and the cross section values are close to
the Langevin limit for this reaction [ 17-201. The er- 0
ror in the cross section measurements is estimated to 0.0 , s

0 5 iS5 20 2
be ±30%, based on estimates of systematic uncer- Collision Energy, E.... (eV)
tainties [ 8 1. The cross section does not show an iso- Fig. 3. Reaction (4) observed cross section data as a function of
tope effect. collision energy.
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In this reaction, the energy partitioned into internal action (I ). the reactants would correate with the
modes is found to be equal to the reaction exother- HlO , 2B ground electronic state. but not with the
micity- within the experimental error. It has been 1-10 2A , state.
postulated [ 22-25] that the magnitude of the state-
to-state cross sections for such a charge transfer pro- 3.2. 11ydrogen atom pickup
cess is a function of the Franck-Condon overlap be-
tween the reactant and product vibrational wave- Exothermic hydrogen (deuterium) atom pickup
functions. For example. in the case of charge transfer reactions (e.g., the formation of N.D' in N + -
between N., and HO, energy resonance exists be- D2 0 and Nj'-D, collisions) have been shown to
tween ground state reactants and the product states proceed via a "spectator stripping" type mechanism
in which H,O is formed in highly vibrationally ex- [8,29]. In such reactions, the product ion is formed
cited levels (v 2 = 14 or 15) of the A 2A, electroni- with a laboratory velocity slight!y below that of the
cally excited state while N, is formed in its ground primary ion. The experimental collection efficiency
rovibronic state (8.261. The P, bending mode is the for such strongly forward scattered (laboratory
only .- state vibration that exhibits significant Frank- frame) products is essentially 100% in this appara-
Condon factors (271. Recent measurements of H,O tus. Since reaction (4) is endothermic. the product

-.-X emission have shown that pure bending vi- ions must be formed with laboratory velocities that
brational levels near-resonance are significantly pop- are significantly lower than those of the primary ion.
ulated. confirming the applicability of the Franck- The necessary translational-to-internal energy trans-

Condon overlap principle to that system [261. fer can only occur in small impact parameter colli-
In the N -HO charge transfer system. near-res- sions. The cross section is. therefore. restricted to

onance exists between ground state reactants and the small values even if the hydrogen atom pickup chan-
product states in which ,i state HO is formed in nel is efficient.
the v, = 8 or 9 vibrational level while ground state In the absence of time-of-flight data for the prod-

N (-S) is formed. Recent emission studies [ 26 ] have uct ND, it is not possible to determine the product
not detected the A--X emissions that would accom- velocity distribution, which is necessary to report an
pany H:O formation in these levels, even though integral cross section. as mentioned earlier. Al-
the H2O .-. state v= 8 and 9 levels exhibit Franck- though the fig. 3 data are reported as the lower limit
Condon factors that are greater than those for the to the reaction (4) cross sections. a reasonable range
levels near-resonance in the N,* - H.,O case [27 ]. In may be evaluated for the actual cross sections. The
reaction ( I ), the H,O must therefore be formed in apparatus minimum collection efficiency is 20.8%
high vibrational levels of the ground electronic state for ions that are isotropically scattered in the labo-

X R 21) for which negligible Franck-Condon factors ratory frame (i.e. thermal ions) [ 13 ]. While the
have been observed [27]. Thus, reaction (I) con- ND* products are certainly not isotropically scat-
stitutcs an example to which the Franck-Condon ar- tered in the laboratory frame. the absolute upper limit
gument doA not 'apply. . to the reaction (4) cross section is obtained by mul-

Consi jeration of electronic orbital angular mo- tiplying the ordinates of fig. 3 by a factor of 4.9. It
mentumlin the N -HO system may.aid in under- is more likely that the ND* velocity distribution will
standing the preference of tiiis'siystem to form H 20 be similar to that of the primary N *, so the products
in the X 'state rather tn~ipnthe , state. A P atomic would be strongly forward scattered in the labora-

species (such as ground state N'('P)) interacting tory frame. In that case, the product ions would be
with a tota; ly.symmetric molecular species having collected with up to 100% efficiency and the fig. 3

C., syminetry (such as H,0( 'A1 )) correlates with data :ould represent the integral cross sections for
N(S) and H20+!A2, B 1+Bj) Oroduct*tates, but reaction (4). If large angle scattering in the center-
not with Hi.:O*.sl.tes 81,assuming that C2v of-mass frame is occurring, then the collection effi-
symmetly is maintaied in the collision complex. ciency would be reduced to some value below 100%,
Thus. if conservation. of electronic orbital angular which in turn would raise the value of the cross sec-
momentum is a major factor in tle dynamics of re- tion by a currently unknown factor, with the maxi-

8
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mum value of 4.8. In any' event, the integral cross [I I I E. Murad and S.T.F. Lai. Chem. Phys. Letters 126 (1986)
section (4) will be less than I X 10-"' cm" through- 427.
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